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“A good process produces good results.” – Nick Saban

An organized and effective retirement plan committee forms the essential foundation for a sound fiduciary
process – meaning a process that plan fiduciaries can be proud of and that will stand up to scrutiny. While
we cannot emphasize enough how important it is to regularly review the plan’s investments, fees, services,
legal matters, and the like, I want to focus this discussion instead on other best practices and tips that can
help improve how a committee functions.
Over many years of attending retirement plan committee meetings at companies of all sizes, we have noticed
that the most effective committees commit to an approach that emphasizes both committee engagement
and adherence to a disciplined process.
The good news is that following such a process does not have to be difficult or complicated. Below are some
best practices we have seen that consistently lead to high functioning retirement plan committees.
1.
Effective committees are thoughtfully structured.
While it is helpful for committee members to have retirement plan or investment knowledge, it is not a
requirement. A committee should be comprised of members who are thoughtful decision makers, who are
committed to being engaged in the process, and who understand what it means to be a fiduciary and are
willing to become one (more on that later). At a minimum, it is a good practice to include representatives
from the Finance and Human Resources departments. Larger organizations often include a representative
from Legal as well. A smaller number of members is generally considered better – five is about right, and
more than seven is probably too large. If the committee is too small, you run the risk of not being able to
establish a quorum at each meeting (more on that later too).
Tip: Utilize a Committee Charter to define the committee’s mission, authority, composition, responsibilities,
and meeting procedures. Ensure that committee members read and understand the charter.
2.
Effective committees conduct regular fiduciary training for members.
While fiduciary training is not a legal requirement, it is a sound risk management practice. Recent court
decisions have emphasized that plan fiduciaries must understand their responsibilities and obligations as
fiduciaries and be equipped to serve in their roles. To wit, in the article, “Fred Reish: 401k Sponsors in
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Serious Need of Fiduciary Training” in 401(k) Specialist Magazine1, attorney Reish emphasizes the importance
of understanding the basics. He recommends that committee members read the Summary Plan Description and
Investment Policy Statement once a year and ask questions about what they don’t understand. According to
Reish, one of the techniques plaintiffs’ attorneys use is to ask committee members about plan provisions and the
roles and responsibilities of committee members.
Reish also recommends that committee members be up to speed on the Department of Labor’s (DOL) areas of
focus. Current hot topics for the DOL include: late deposits of deferrals, keeping track of missing participants,
and excessive plan fees.
Tip: The DOL publishes a helpful booklet entitled, “Meeting Your Fiduciary Responsibilities.” It’s written in easyto-understand language, which makes it a great resource to share with committee members of all backgrounds.
Don’t forget to give the booklet to new committee members who come on board too.
3.
Effective committees have a strong chairperson.
The Committee Chair should ensure that the committee meets regularly. The Chair should also work with the
plan’s advisor and record keeper, as appropriate, to develop the meeting agenda. A good committee leader will
organize and communicate priorities, guide the discussion, keep the committee focused on the topics at hand,
and encourage active participation from all members. Meetings should be conducted in a formal enough fashion
to ensure that important topics are thoroughly discussed and voting items are put to a formal vote.
Tip: Set expectations for the Committee Chair up front. Make sure the Chair understands and respects the
committee philosophy and approach. Also, to smooth chairmanship transitions, provide the new Chair with a
thorough orientation with assistance from the outgoing Chair.
4.
Effective committees meet regularly.
The Committee should meet formally on a regular basis – two to four times a year is considered a best practice.
Confirm attendance in advance of the meeting to make sure a quorum will be present, especially if there will be
voting items. Try to anticipate lack of a quorum in advance, so the meeting can be rescheduled if necessary, and
the committee won’t be forced to push decisions down the road.
Tip: It can be easier and more efficient in the long run, to schedule the full year of meetings in advance. In fact,
make this the last item on the agenda for the final meeting of the year, and ask the committee members to bring
their calendars with them. If this method is not a good fit for the committee, at least make a habit of scheduling
the next meeting while all the committee members are in the room. It’s easier than chasing them down later.
5.

Effective committees formalize an agenda, focusing on fiduciary topics that should be reviewed with 		
regularity.
As a committee, develop a list of the topics that need to be reviewed and discussed, such as investments, fees,
investment policy, legal and regulatory matters, fiduciary training, vendor reviews, and participant outreach,
among others. Create a schedule to ensure these topics are reviewed regularly and develop the meeting agendas
around this schedule.
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Tip: Don’t forget to include two standing items on the agenda: 1) Approve minutes from the prior meeting; and
2) schedule the next meeting (if you didn’t set up a year of meetings in advance).
6.
Effective committees keep good meeting minutes.
Appoint a secretary to keep the meeting minutes. Keeping minutes is the best way to demonstrate a sound
fiduciary process. Items to include in the minutes are: meeting date, names of attendees, information that was
reviewed, discussed and considered, voting items, and items for further follow-up. Minutes should be brief and
prescriptive in nature.
Tip: If possible, try to distribute a draft of the minutes to the committee members soon after the meeting while
the material is still fresh in everyone’s mind.
One of the first things a plan auditor – or DOL auditor! – will ask to see is the meeting minutes.
7.
Effective committees maintain an organized Fiduciary Trail®.
The Fiduciary Trail® is how we at FIA describe the evidence trail that validates the decision-making process
while justifying the conclusions reached. Supportive documentation includes reports, analysis, policies, meeting
minutes, and other materials that are a part of your committee meetings. As a best practice, keep all these
materials, along with plan governance documents, well-organized and in one central location electronically.
This will help with audit preparation, new committee member orientation, and preservation of institutional
knowledge.
Tip: If the organization works with an advisor who offers a secure client portal, use it as a repository for all
plan-related documents and materials. Passwords can be customized to allow different levels of access to
administrators, committee members, and auditors.
Incorporating these best practices consistently will improve how the retirement plan committee functions, will
keep meetings running smoothly and efficiently, and will ultimately lead to better decision-making. If you want
to learn more about how to create a Fiduciary Trail® that you can be proud of and that will stand up to scrutiny,
please give us a call.
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Fiduciary Investment Advisors, LLC (“FIA”)
FIA is an independent institutional consulting group with over 20 years of investment consulting experience.
FIA is an employee owned firm with 100% of the firm’s revenue derived from fees clients pay for investment
advice. Our mission is to provide customized investment consulting services to assist our clients in achieving
their investment and financial objectives, while fulfilling their fiduciary obligations. Our clients include corporate
retirement plans, endowments & foundations, public plans and private clients. Our consulting services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investment Policy Statement Review/Creation
Retirement Service Provider Search (RFI/RFP)
Plan Benchmarking
Investment Menu Analysis and Design
Total Plan Fee Analysis (full fee disclosure)
Fiduciary Governance Consulting
Investment Fund Performance Measurement, Analysis and Reporting
Risk-Based Model Portfolio Construction
Employee Communication and Education
Asset Allocation Analysis
Investment Manager Searches
Liability Driven Investment (“LDI”) Strategies for Pension Plans
Quarterly In-Person Meetings with Finance/Investment Committees
Strategic Guidance on Relevant Topics of Interest
For More Information Please Contact:
Karen Paulson, CIMA®, PRP
Managing Partner & Senior Consultant
Fiduciary Investment Advisors, LLC
100 Northfield Drive
Windsor, CT 06095
Direct: (860) 697-7413
Email: kpaulson@fiallc.com

Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying
degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product
(including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by Fiduciary Investment Advisors, LLC), or any
non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this newsletter will be profitable, equal any corresponding
indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. Due to various factors,
including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions.
Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this newsletter serves as the receipt of, or as a
substitute for, personalized investment advice from Fiduciary Investment Advisors, LLC. To the extent that a reader has any questions
regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her individual situation, he/she is encouraged to consult with
the professional advisor of his/her choosing. Fiduciary Investment Advisors, LLC is neither a law firm nor a certified public accounting
firm and no portion of the newsletter content should be construed as legal or accounting advice. A copy of the Fiduciary Investment
Advisors, LLC’s current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees is available for review upon request.
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